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Abstract
Light fermionic/scalar dark matter (DM) (mDM ≈ 8 GeV) neutral under the standard model can

be responsible for the CDMS and CoGeNT signals, and the Fermi-LAT gamma-ray excesses. In

order to explain them in a relatively simple framework, we have explored various DM annihilation

and scattering processes, discussing important phenomenological constraints coming from particle

physics. Assuming that the two independent observations have a common DM origin and the

processes arise through a common mediator, DM should annihilate into tau/anti-tau lepton pairs

through an s-channel, and scatter with nuclei through a t-channel process. To avoid the p-wave

suppression, a new Higgs-like scalar field with a mass of O(1) TeV is necessary as a common

mediator of both the processes. We propose a supersymmetric model realizing the scenario.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Dark matter (DM) is one of the most important building blocks constituting the uni-

verse [1]. According to the recent precise observation from the Planck satellite experiment,

it is believed that DM occupies 27 percent of the present energy density of the universe [2].

In particular, weakly interacting massive particle (WIMP), which is the most promising DM

candidate, is essential for understanding the physics law at the electroweak (EW) scale as

well as the structure formation in the universe. Thus, various experiments to explore DM

are being carried out on the earth and also outside the atmosphere.

Recently, DM direct detection experiments such as CoGeNT [3], CDMS-Ge [4] and

CDMS-Si [5] have reported the observations of some WIMP-candidate events at (2 − 3)σ

confidence level. They are claimed to be interpreted as DM signals with a relatively light

mass of mDM ≈ 7 − 10 GeV and a spin-independent (SI) elastic scattering cross section

per nucleon of σSI ≈ 10−41 − 10−40 cm2. The best fit point for these three measurements

is around mDM ≈ 8 GeV and σSI ≈ 3 × 10−41 cm2. DAMA/LIBRA [6] and CRESST-II [7]

results also support similar parameter regions. However, all such signals are not exactly

compatible with the constraints from XENON10 [8] and XENON100 [9]. Recently, the au-

thors of Ref. [10] have pointed out that XENON10’s constraint should be weakened, and

the XENON10 Collaboration has corrected the old result in the erratum to Ref. [8]. In

addition, the author of Ref. [11] has studied various uncertainties and assumptions, which

could affect XENON100’s constraint on light DM. Very recently, CoGeNT released the up-

dated data, confirming their previous light DM signals [12]. Under such a tension among

the observations, we will particularly focus on the positive results of CDMS and CoGeNT

in this paper.1

If DM annihilates into the standard model (SM) chiral fermions, it should also emit

gamma-rays. Fermi Large Area Telescope (Fermi-LAT) [17] is a satellite based experiment

measuring cosmic gamma-rays. The recent analyses [18] based on the data from Fermi-LAT

show peaks at energies around 1− 10 GeV in the gamma-ray spectrum coming from around

the galactic center. It could be interpreted as an evidence of DM annihilation into the

leptons ll with mDM ≈ 7 − 12 GeV or the bottom quarks bb with mDM ≈ 25 − 45 GeV. In

this case, the required annihilation cross section is σv ∼ 10−26 cm3/s.2

We note that the DM direct detections and the cosmic gamma-ray observation require

1 Right after completion of this work, LUX [13] reported more stringent limit, constraining all the positive

signal regions. In light of LUX, light DM possibilities have been examined in various ways in Refs. [14–16].
2 The current limits on the annihilation of light DM into leptons coming from the cosmic microwave

background (CMB) are 〈σv〉ee ≈ 0.5 − 1 × 10−26 cm3/s, 〈σv〉µµ ≈ 1 − 2 × 10−26 cm3/s, and 〈σv〉ττ ≈
2− 3× 10−26 cm3/s [19]. Thus, the case of DM annihilations into e−e+, µ−µ+, τ−τ+ with the same ratio

is slightly constrained by the CMB bound. However, if DM mainly annihilates only into τ−τ+, the CMB

constraint could be easily avoidable.
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the similar mass of DM (mDM ≈ 8 GeV) if they all indeed originate from DM. In this paper,

we will discuss the required DM properties and attempt to construct a DM model reflecting

them, assuming that the results of Fermi-LAT and CDMS have a common DM origin. In

order to accommodate the two independent classes of experimental results within a single

framework, we will show that

• 8 GeV fermionic/scalar DM, which is assumed to be a SM singlet field, should annihilate

into SM leptons via an s-channel and scatter with nuclei via a t-channel process, and

• both the DM annihilation and scattering processes should be dominantly mediated by

a new Higgs-like scalar field with an O(1) TeV mass.

This paper is organized as follows. In section II, we will discuss the required DM proper-

ties, assuming that the Fermi-LAT gamma-ray observation and CDMS DM direct detection

have a common DM origin. In section III, we will propose a model to satisfy the required

conditions discussed in section II. Section IV is a conclusion.

II. DARK MATTER ANNIHILATION AND SCATTERING

As mentioned in Introduction, the annihilation process for the Fermi-LAT observation

requires a relatively large cross section (σv ∼ 10−26 cm3/s). First, we will discuss the DM

annihilation via s-channels. We will assume that the scattering process to explain the DM

direct detection, which is relatively easier to explain, originates from the similar process to

that of DM annihilation for the Fermi-LAT observation for simplicity.

A. Annihilation via s-channel process

Let us suppose that DM, X and Xc annihilate into SM chiral fermions, f and f c,

X +Xc −→ f + f c. (1)

The masses of {X,Xc} are required to be around 8 GeV as mentioned above. Because of

phenomenological and cosmological difficulties, we suppose that 8 GeV DM is not a member

of the minimal supersymmetric standard model (MSSM) fields. In order to pass the EW

precision test, we regard them as SM singlets. Since f and f c are all fermions, a particle

mediating the process between {X,Xc} and {f, f c} should be a vector or a scalar. If the

chiralities of the final states, f and f c, are opposite in Eq. (1), namely, {fL, (f c)R} or

{fR, (f c)L}, only a vector particle or a gauge boson can attach to them as the mediator

of DM annihilation. It is because the relevant vertex in the Lagrangian takes the form
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(a)

fL,R

(f c)R,L

Z ′
µ

g′γµ

fL,R

fL,R

(b)

fR

(f c)R

φ
yf

(f c)L

fL

+ h.c.

FIG. 1: Vector (a) and scalar mediators (b) coupled to SM chiral fermions. The subscripts L and

R indicate the chiralities. Z ′
µ is a new gauge boson. The newly introduced Higgs-like scalar φ

together with the sizable Yukawa coupling yf is needed for a desired cross section.

of g′(fL,Rγ
µfL,R)Z

′
µ. See Fig. 1-(a).3 In this case, the gauge boson should be an extra

gauge boson absent in the SM, because 8 GeV DM {X,Xc} cannot carry any SM quantum

numbers.4 SM chiral fermions {f, f c} should also be charged under a new gauge symmetry

accompanied with the extra gauge boson. However, the mass of the new gauge boson should

be quite heavy (MZ′ & 2− 3 TeV) to evade the Z ′ mass constraints by the ATLAS [22] and

CMS [23] Collaborations at the LHC. If the extra gauge field exclusively couples only to τ±

among the leptons, of course, the Z ′ constraint could be a bit weaker [24].

On the other hand, if the chiralities of the final states, f and f c, are same, i.e. {fL, (f c)L}
or {fR, (f c)R}, the coupling between the SM matter and the mediator should be a type of

Yukawa interaction. In this case, the relevant vertex in the Lagrangian reads (fLf
c
L)φ+h.c. in

the Weyl notation [or (fPLf)φ+h.c. in the Dirac notation, where PL denotes the projection

operator]. See Fig. 1-(b). Since fL [(f c)L] would be an SU(2)L doublet (singlet) of the SM,

the mediator φ should be a scalar particle carrying the same gauge quantum numbers with

the SM Higgs boson. If the mediator is just the SM Higgs [25], the coupling yf must be very

small for the SM leptons. Because of this reason, we need to introduce a new Higgs-like

scalar L̃ with sizable Yukawa couplings in this case. Unlike the SM Higgs, the new SU(2)

doublet L̃ does not have to get a vacuum expectation value (VEV).

3 In fact, a scalar mediator also can attach to them, if chirality flipping arises by adding a mass insertion

on an external leg in Fig. 1-(b). However, {f, f c} are regarded as being quite light in our case, and so

such a diagram is suppressed. In this paper, thus, we do not consider such a possibility.
4 If our discussion was confined only in DM scattering with nuclei without considering DM annihilation

into leptons, an extra gauge boson could also be a possible mediator [20]. At one-loop level, the SM

gauge fields could also couple to a SM singlet DM [21]. However, this case turns out to yield too small

annihilation cross sections to account for the Fermi-LAT gamma-ray excesses. Throughout this paper, we

consider only tree level processes for DM annihilation.
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1. Fermionic dark matter

Now let us discuss the spin of {X,Xc}. If the DM {X,Xc} in Eq. (1) are fermions

(≡ {XF , X
c
F}), the mediator linking {XF , X

c
F} and {f, f c} should be a pseudo-scalar or a

vector: the annihilation cross section through a real scalar mediator of Eq. (1) would be

p-wave suppressed, unless a fine-tuning effect such as enhancement by a resonance overcomes

the suppression. It is because the initial state, (XLX
c
L) or (XRX

c
R), is CP-odd, while the

(XLX
c
R) state is CP-even. As a result, an initial state (XLX

c
L) or (XRX

c
R) [(XLX

c
R)] pair

in an s-wave state can couple to a pseudo-scalar [vector] mediator. The needed vertices in

the Lagrangian can be provided from (Xγ5X)Imφ in the Dirac notation, which is a part of

(XPLX)φ+h.c. (or XLX
c
Lφ+h.c. in the Weyl notation), and (XγµPL,RX)Z ′

µ, respectively.

By replacing {f, f c} by {X,Xc}, the relevant vertices can also be displayed via Fig. 1.

For the Majorana DM case (XF = Xc
F ), however, the annihilation cross section would

be proportional to the mass squared of the final particles, m2
f , if the mediator is a vector

field: since the total spin of the initial states, XF + XF , is zero by the Pauli’s exclusion

principle in an s-wave state, the helicity flipping should arise in Fig. 1-(a) such that the

chiralities (helicities) of {f, f c} are same (opposite) for the angular momentum conservation.

It is possible by adding a mass insertion on an external leg of f or f c. Although {XF , X
c
F}

exclusively annihilate into τ±, XF +XF → τ++τ−, the Z ′ mass bound is still 1−2 TeV [24].

Thus, the suppression factor (mτ/mZ′)2 is too small to yield the needed annihilation cross

section, σv ∼ 10−26 cm3/s.

For the Dirac DM case (XF 6= Xc
F ) with a vector field mediation, it is still hard to get

the desired annihilation (and also scattering) cross section with a gauge boson heavier than

∼ 2− 3 TeV, which is required to avoid the Z ′ constraints [22, 23] as mentioned above.5 Of

course, an extra gauge field exclusively coupled only to τ± among the leptons might loose

the experimental bound on Z ′ mass [24]. However, a family dependent neutral gauge boson

could be a source of a flavor-changing neutral current (FCNC). To avoid the constraints on

the flavor changing muon decay modes, µ− → e−e+e− and µ− → e−γ, the breaking scale of

such a family-dependent gauge symmetry should be above 3 − 5 TeV [26]. Thus, a heavy

gauge boson becomes unavoidable again, which too much suppresses the annihilation cross

sections.

On the contrary, the desired s-channel annihilation cross section of {XF , X
c
F} into SM

leptons (σv ∼ 10−26cm3/s) would be possible, when this process is mediated by a pseudo-

scalar or the imaginary part of a complex scalar: the part of the real component-mediation

would be p-wave suppressed. In this case, the annihilation cross section becomes proportional

5 For the effective gauge couplings qDMg′ = qlg
′ = 2 and qqg

′ = 0.1, and the masses of mDM = 8 GeV and

MZ′ = 1 TeV, one could achieve the desired annihilation and scattering cross sections: σv ∼ 10−26cm3/s

and σSI ≈ 3 × 10−41 cm2. With these couplings, however, the new gauge boson should be heavier than

2− 3 TeV to evade the Z ′ mass bounds.
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τR, dR

τ cR, d
c
R

Φ̃ L̃
yl3,d1κ

A∗
λ

(= λ∗m∗
3/2)

τ cL, d
c
L

l3L, q1L

〈h∗u〉χL

χc
L

(a)

τR, dR

τ cR, d
c
R

L̃
yl3,d1

yeff
(= κλ∗)

τ cL, d
c
L

l3L, q1L

〈h∗u〉χ̃

χ̃c

(b)

FIG. 2: s-channel annihilation diagrams of (a) fermionic DM, χ+ χc −→ τR + τ cR, and (b) scalar

DM, χ̃+χ̃c −→ τR+τ cR. The SU(2)L doublet L̃ is identified with the scalar φ in Fig. 1(b). Diagrams

(a) and (b) can be understood as the t-channel scattering diagrams of χc
L + dL −→ χc

R + dR and

χ̃∗+dL −→ χ̃∗+dR, respectively. In diagram (a), the imaginary (real) parts of Φ̃ and L̃ dominantly

mediate the DM annihilation (scattering) process. Aλ denotes the “A-term” coefficient in the soft

SUSY breaking sector.

to its Yukawa coupling squared with the SM leptons. As mentioned above, the complex

scalar should carry the same gauge quantum numbers with the Higgs in this case. A possible

diagram is displayed in Fig. 2-(a), in which we set XF = χ. The mediators should be the

imaginary parts of Φ̃ and L̃. For the effective operator of the DM annihilation to be made

invariant under the SM gauge group, the Higgs field, hd or h
∗
u, should be attached somewhere

as an external leg in the diagram as seen in Fig. 2-(a). Note that the process of Fig. 2-(a)

can be realized in a supersymmetry (SUSY) framework. In this case, the annihilation cross

section is estimated as

〈σv〉χχc→ll =
κ2y2l
2π

M2
χ

(
1− m2

l

M2
χ

)1/2
(

Aλvu/
√
2

A2
λv

2
u/2−m2

L̃
m2

Φ̃

)2

+ O(v2) (2)

≈ 1.08× 10−26 cm3/s

for l = τ , Mχ = 8 GeV, κ = 2, yl3 = 1, and Aλ = mL̃ = mΦ̃ = 360 GeV. vu denotes the

Higgs VEV: 〈h0u,d〉 = vu,d/
√
2 with v2u + v2d ≡ v2 ≈ (246 GeV)2.6 This annihilation cross

section can be responsible for the gamma-ray excesses of the Fermi-LAT.

So far our discussion has been focused on the s-channel annihilation of fermionic DM. Now

we attempt to account for the results of DM direct detection. In this paper, as mentioned

above, we intend to realize it in a common frame: we assume that the scattering with nuclei

in DM direct detection also arises through the similar process, just replacing the SM leptons

by SM quarks, {f, f c} = {q, qc} in Fig. 2. In this case, Fig. 2-(a) should be understood as

6 In all of the analysis of this paper, we use the fixed value of tanβ ≡ vu/vd = 10.
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the t-channel diagram representing

χc
L + dL −→ χc

R + dR . (3)

In the zero momentum transfer limit, non-vanishing fermionic DM–nucleus elastic scat-

tering cross sections are allowed only by the following effective operators [27]:

(XFXF )(qq) , (XFγµXF )(qγ
µq) [SI] , and (XFγµγ5XF )(qγ

µγ5q) [SD] (4)

except for tensor operators. If DM is a scalar (= XB),

(X†
BXB)(qq) , and (X†

BγµXB)(qγ
µq) [SI] (5)

also admit non-vanishing scattering cross sections under the zero momentum transfer limit.

Since a vector mediator has turned out to be undesirable, only (XFXF )(qq) would be promis-

ing. Unlike the annihilation, hence, the real part of a complex scalar should mediate the

scattering process for non-vanishing cross section in the zero momentum transfer limit. Oth-

erwise, it becomes suppressed. It implies that once a complex scalar mediator is introduced,

the mediation by its real (imaginary) part becomes dominant in the scattering (annihila-

tion) process. In Fig. 2-(a), thus, the mediation by the real parts of Φ̃ and L̃ survives in

the scattering with nuclei. In this case, the SI scattering cross section per nucleon is given

by [1]

σχ−nucleon
SI =

1

π

M2
χm

2
p,n

(Mχ +mp,n)2
1

A2
[Zfp + (A− Z)fn]2 (6)

with

fp,n =
κAλvu/

√
2

A2
λv

2
u/2−m2

L̃
m2

Φ̃

[
∑

q=u,d,s

yqf
(p,n)
Tq

mp,n

mq
+

2

27
f
(p,n)
TQ

∑

q=c,b,t

yq
mp,n

mq

]
, (7)

where A and Z denote the atomic mass and proton numbers of the target nuclei, f
(p,n)
Tq and

f
(p,n)
TQ ≡ 1 −

∑
q=u,d,s f

(p,n)
Tq are the quark form factors in a nucleon state,7 and yq means

the relevant Yukawa coupling. If we assume that only yd1 is sizable, this cross section is

estimated as

σχ−nucleon
SI ≈ 2.84× 10−41 cm2 (8)

for yd1 = 0.013 and the same parameters with Eq. (2). With this Yukawa coupling, fermionic

DM also annihilates to d-quarks. The annihilation cross section is estimated as 〈σv〉χχc→dd ≈
5.61 × 10−30 cm3/s which is much smaller than current limits on 〈σv〉qq based on Fermi-

LAT gamma-ray observations [29]. If the three down-type quarks have universal Yukawa

couplings, σχ−nucleon
SI ≈ 3.44× 10−41 cm2 for the other same parameters with Eq. (8).

7 In all the analysis, we use the values given in Ref. [28].
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2. Scalar dark matter

If DM {X,Xc} are scalar fields (≡ {XB, X
c
B}), the mediator should also be a scalar to

avoid p-wave suppression: the annihilation cross section of XB + Xc
B → f + f c through a

vector mediator is p-wave suppressed. Thus, scalar DM with a scalar mediator is preferred

for obtaining the desired values of the annihilation (and also scattering) cross sections, if

DM annihilates dominantly via the s-channel. As discussed above, a Higgs-like scalar L̃ is

needed again. For invariance of the SM gauge group, the Higgs field should be attached

also in the diagram of the effective operator describing Eq. (1). Fig. 2-(b) shows one simple

possibility, which can also be realized in a SUSY framework.

The annihilation cross section for the scalar DM of Fig. 2-(b) is calculated as

〈σv〉χ̃χ̃c→ll =
1

2π

y2effy
2
l v

2
u

m4
L̃

(
1− m2

l

M2
χ̃

)3/2

+ O(v2)

≈ 1.01× 10−26 cm3/s
(yeff
0.5

)2 ( yl3
0.9

)2(1.2 TeV

mL̃

)4
(9)

for l = τ and Mχ̃ = 8 GeV. In addition, the SI scattering cross section for a scalar DM, χ̃

in Fig. 2-(b), χ̃∗ + dL −→ χ̃∗ + dR is given by

σχ̃−nucleon
SI =

1

4π

m2
p,n

(Mχ̃ +mp,n)2
1

A2
[Zfp + (A− Z)fn]2 (10)

with

fp,n =

√
2yeffvu
m2

L̃

[
∑

q=u,d,s

yqf
(p,n)
Tq

mp,n

mq
+

2

27
f
(p,n)
TG

∑

q=c,b,t

yq
mp,n

mq

]
. (11)

It is estimated as

σχ̃−nucleon
SI ≈ 2.94× 10−41 cm2

(yeff
0.5

)2 ( yd1
0.017

)2(8 GeV

Mχ̃

)2(
1.2 TeV

mL̃

)4

. (12)

Here we assume that only yd1 is sizable. With the Yukawa coupling yd1 = 0.017, scalar DM

annihilation cross section to d-quarks is estimated as 〈σv〉χχc→dd ≈ 1.16×10−29 cm3/s which

is much less than current limits from Fermi-LAT gamma-ray observations [29]. If the three

down-type quarks have universal Yukawa couplings, the result is altered to σχ̃−nucleon
SI ≈

3.57× 10−41 cm2 for the same parameters with Eq. (12).

B. Annihilation via t-channel process

So far we have discussed s-channel DM annihilation and t-channel DM scattering. Now

let us explore the possibility of t-channel processes for DM annihilation to SM leptons. In

8



g′γµ

g′γµ

(a)

χL

(χc)R

fL

(f c)R

Z ′
µ

g′

g′

(b)

χ̃L

χ̃∗
L

fL

(f c)R

Z̃ ′

yφ

y∗φ

(c)

χL

(χc)R

(f c)R

fL

φ̃

yφ

y∗φ

(d)

χ̃L

χ̃∗
L

(f c)R

fL

φ

〈h∗u〉

y2

y1
(e)

χL

(χc)L

(f c)R

fR

φ̃2

φ̃1

〈h∗u〉

y2

y1
(f)

χ̃L

χ̃c
L

(f c)R

fR

φ2

φ1

FIG. 3: Various t-channel processes of DM annihilation into SM leptons. They are s-channel

processes of DM scattering off SM quarks. In (a) and (b), {Z ′
µ, Z̃

′} are a new gauge boson and a

gaugino absent in the MSSM. In (c) and (d), the scalar and fermionic mediators, {φ̃, φ} carry the

opposite SM gauge quantum numbers to fL. Similarly, in (e) and (f), the gauge quantum numbers

of {φ̃2(1), φ2(1)} are opposite to fL (f c
L). {φ̃2(1), φ2(1)} are SU(2)L doublets (singlets). Unlike the

processes in Fig. 2, the DM annihilation and scattering processes cannot share a common mediator.

Fig. 3, we display various t-channel diagrams mediated by vector [Z ′
µ], fermion [Z̃ ′ and φ(1,2)],

and scalar particles [φ̃(1,2)]. Since the initial DM states, {χ, χc} or {χ̃, χ̃c} are SM singlets,

whereas the final states {f, f c} are SM chiral fermions, the mediators {Z ′
µ, Z̃

′; φ̃, φ; φ̃1,2, φ1,2}
should carry proper SM gauge charges. Particularly, in Fig. 3-(e) and (f),{φ̃2, φ2} [{φ̃1, φ1}]
are SU(2)L doublets [singlets], because fL [or (f c)R] and f

c
L [or fR] are regarded as an SU(2)L

lepton doublet and a singlet, respectively. The mediators should be accompanied with their

vector-like partners and heavy mass terms.

For DM scattering with nuclei, the diagrams in Fig. 3 should be understood as the

diagrams of s-channel processes. In this case, {fL, f c
L} in Fig. 3 correspond to SM quark

doublets and singlets, respectively, rather than SM leptons. Since {φ̃, φ̃2;φ, φ2} [{φ̃1;φ1}]
carry the opposite gauge quantum numbers to fL [f c

L], s-channel mediators for DM scattering

should not be the same as those for the DM annihilation. That is to say, new mediators

with color charges, which should be heavier than O(1 TeV) to fulfill the LHC data, are

9



necessary for scattering processes. As a consequence, the DM scattering and annihilation

processes cannot share a common mediator unlike the case in Fig 2. Although this case is

not matched to our intention, we will also complete our discussions on it.

For {f, f c} = {l, lc} in Fig. 3-(a) and (b), {χ, χc; χ̃, χ̃∗} and {Z ′
µ, Z̃

′} can be the

right-handed (s)neutrino and e.g. the SU(2)R gauge field (gaugino) appearing in the

SU(3)c×SU(2)L×SU(2)R×U(1)B−L model, respectively. Thus, the masses of {Z ′
µ, Z̃

′} are

determined by the U(1)B−L breaking scale in such a case. As mentioned before, they should

be heavier than 2–3 TeV to evade the Z ′ constraint, which too much suppress the annihila-

tion cross section.

In Fig. 3-(c) and (d), the chiralities (helicities) of produced particles, i.e. a SM chiral

fermion and its anti-particle, are opposite (same) as in Fig. 1-(a). For Majorana DM in

Fig. 3-(c) and scalar DM in Fig. 3-(d), the angular momentum of the initial states would

be zero. Hence, the chirality of a produced particle should be flipped with a mass insertion

on an external leg such that the angular momentum is conserved in the s-wave state. As

a result, the s-wave annihilation cross sections are proportional to m2
f/m

4
φ̃
and m2

f/m
4
φ,

respectively, and thus suppressed due to the small masses of produced SM leptons.

On the other hand, the s-wave cross section for Dirac DM in Fig. 3-(c) is proportional

to m2
χ/m

4
φ̃
, which can yield the required annihilation cross section of σv ≈ 10−26cm3/s with

yφ = 1 and mφ̃ = 160 GeV.8 However, the mass of φ̃ is severely constrained by leptons+ 6pT
signal searches in the LEP [31, 32] and LHC [33, 34] similar to sleptons, ml̃ & 320 GeV.

Consequently, even Dirac DM case in Fig. 3-(c) cannot provide the desired annihilation cross

section.

One could evadem2
f/m

4
φ̃
suppression by introducing a coupling of DM to an SU(2)L singlet

SM fermion as well as a doublet fermion as in Fig. 3-(e). Note that the chiralities (helicities)

of the final states in Fig. 3-(e) are same (opposite) unlike the case in Fig. 3-(c) or (d),

since chirality flipping by the Higgs arises in the internal line. In this case, both an SU(2)L

doublet and a singlet mediator, {φ̃2, φ̃1} are necessary, which should be accompanied with

their vector-like partners and additional mass terms, as mentioned above. Even in the case,

however, the masses of the mediators turn out to be rather light, mφ̃l

1

≈ mφ̃l

2

≈ Aφl

1
φl

2
hu
≈ 240

GeV with yl1,2 = 1, to yield the desired annihilation cross section of 〈σv〉χχc→ll ∼ 10−26cm3/s.

Here Aφl

1
φl

2
hu

denotes the trilinear coupling of the three scalars, φ̃l
1, φ̃

l
2, and hu in Fig. 3-

(e). Such a mass range is already ruled out by the LEP and LHC limits mentioned above.

Allowing rather large couplings of yl1,2 = 3, one can obtain the required annihilation cross

section of 〈σv〉χχc→ll ∼ 10−26cm3/s with mφ̃l

1

≈ mφ̃l

2

≈ Aφl

1
φl

2
hu
≈ 380 GeV, which could

marginally satisfy the LEP and LHC bounds. The scattering cross section for Fig. 3-(e) is

8 The general results on the t-channel annihilations can be found e.g. in appendix of Ref. [30].
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approximated as

σχ−nucleon
SI ∼ 660 yd1y

d
2

π

M2
χm

2
p,n

(Mχ +mp,n)2

(
Aφd

1
φd

2
hu
vu

(m2
φ̃d

1

+m2
φ̃d

2

)2 − 2A2
φd

1
φd

2
hu

v2u

)2

∼ 3× 10−41 cm2 (13)

with Mχ = 8 GeV, yd1,2 = 1 and mφ̃d

1

≈ mφ̃d

2

≈ Aφd

1
φd

2
hu
≈ 1.4 TeV. Here we assumed that the

nucleonic form factors of the colored mediators are the same as those of the corresponding

quarks. Such heavy masses of the colored mediators can evade the LHC constraint.

In the case of scalar DM of Fig. 3-(f),9 one can estimate the annihilation cross section as

〈σv〉χ̃χ̃c→ll ∼
1

8π

(
1−

m2
f

M2
χ̃

)3/2(
yl1y

l
2y

l
φ1φ2hu

vu

mφl

1

mφl

2

)2

∼ 10−26 cm3/s (14)

withMχ̃ = 8 GeV, ylφ1φ2hu
= yl1,2 = 1 andmφl

2

/2 ≈ mφl

1

≈ 900 GeV, which is heavy enough to

satisfy the LEP and LHC’s experimental results. Here ylφ1φ2hu
denotes the Yukawa coupling

of φl
1, φ

l
2, and hu in Fig. 3-(f). For scattering cross section of Fig. 3-(f), χ̃c

L + dcL → χ̃∗
R + dcR,

we approximately have

σχ̃−nucleon
SI ∼ 2.6

π

m2
p,n

(Mχ̃ +mp,n)2

(
yd1y

d
2y

d
φ1φ2hu

vu

mφd

1

mφd

2

)2

∼ 3× 10−41 cm2 (15)

with Mχ̃ = 8 GeV, ydφ1φ2hu
= yd1,2 = 1 and mφd

2

/2 ≈ mφd

1

≈ 6.5 TeV. Here we assumed

again that the nucleonic form factors of the colored mediators are the same as those of the

corresponding quarks. Such heavy required masses of the colored mediators can be lowered

with smaller couplings, ydφ1φ2hu
and yd1,2.

As discussed in this section, the simple DM models with s-channel annihilations nicely

explain all the experimental observations including CDMS, CoGeNT, and Fermi-LAT signals

within a single frame. However, DM in such simple models turns out to overclose the universe

(ΩDMh
2 ≈ 0.25−0.28). In Section III, we will show that there are ways to obtain the correct

relic abundance without ruining the salient features of these models.

III. THE MODELS

In this section, we attempt to realize the annihilation and scattering processes discussed

above by constructing specific models. We will also briefly discuss how to obtain the correct

relic density.

9 In this case, all the approximated results, Eqs. (14) and (15), are valid when |m
φ
l,d
2

−m
φ
l,d
1

| > yl,dφ1φ2hu
vu.

In addition, we just assume that m
φ
l,d
2

> m
φ
l,d
1

for simplicity.

11



A. Model for s-channel annihilation process: Model-I

Let us consider the following superpotential:

W = (κχχc + λLhu) Φ + yl3Ll3e
c
3 + yd1Lq1d

c
1 +

(
µχχχ

c + µLLL
c + µhhuhd +

M ij

2
νci ν

c
j

)
,

(16)

where κ, λ, and yli,di denote dimensionless coupling, while µχ, µL, µh, and M
ij are dimen-

sionful parameters breaking the global U(1)PQ symmetry. We suppose that they are all

real parameters for simplicity. Note that as seen in Eqs. (2), (8) and (9), (12), even if yl3
should be much larger than yd1, it does not affect the DM scattering process with nuclei.

The global quantum numbers of the superfields in Eq. (16) are listed in Table I. In Eq. (16),

Superfields χ χc Φ L Lc hd hu qi, li dci , e
c
i uci , ν

c
i

U(1)PQ −1 −1 2 0 2 0 −2 3
2 −3

2
1
2

TABLE I: U(1)PQ charge assignment for the extra and MSSM superfields in Model-I. Dark matter

{χ, χc} are SM singlets, but can carry gauge charges under a hidden gauge group. Φ is a SM singlet.

{L,Lc} are vector-like leptons under the SM gauge group. The other superfields are those of the

MSSM.

we dropped the ordinary Yukawa interaction terms in the MSSM, which are consistent with

the U(1)PQ symmetry. In principle, the superfield L, which carries the same gauge quantum

numbers with the MSSM Higgs hd, can couple to the three families of the MSSM matter

superfields, {l1,2,3, ec1,2,3; q1,2,3, dc1,2,3}. However, we assume that except the couplings yl3 and

yd1 in Eq. (16), all other Yukawa couplings of L to the MSSM matter are quite suppressed.

In contrast to L, the superfield Lc, which carries the same gauge quantum numbers

with hu but the opposite global charge to it, does not couple to the MSSM matter at

the renormalizable level due to U(1)PQ. In fact, {L, Lc} could induce FCNC, if Lc also

had a sizable coupling to the u-type quarks and right-handed neutrinos. We assume that

the mixings in the CKM and PMNS matrices mainly originate from the u-type quark and

neutrino sectors, respectively. Only if the Yukawa couplings of the d-type quark and charged

lepton sectors are approximately block-diagonal, thus, the unwanted FCNC could be avoided.

We note that U(1)PQ disallows the R-parity violating couplings and also the terms leading

to dimension five proton decays, qiqjqkll and uciu
c
jd

c
ke

c
l in the superpotential. We suppose

that U(1)PQ is broken by the VEVs of two singlets carrying +1 and −1 U(1)PQ charges, 〈P 〉
and 〈Q〉, respectively. They are assumed to be of order 1010 GeV. By the VEVs, U(1)PQ

is broken to Z2, which can be identified with the matter parity in the MSSM. Then, µχ,h

can be replaced by ρχ,h〈P 〉2/MP , while µL and M ij by ρL〈Q〉2/MP and ρij〈Q〉, respectively.
Here the ρi parameters denote dimensionless couplings, and MP (≈ 2.4 × 1018 GeV) is the

12



reduced Planck mass. Thus, the µ parameters in Eq. (16) are of order EW or TeV scale,

whileMij of order 10
10 GeV. By the VEVs, the unwanted terms qiqjqkll and u

c
iu

c
jd

c
ke

c
l can be

induced, but they are extremely suppressed by factors of order 〈Q〉6/M7
P (∼ 10−48/MP ) and

〈P 〉2/M3
P (∼ 10−16/MP ), respectively. Thus, they cannot induce observable proton decays.

We note that the odd parity of an additional Z2 symmetry can be assigned to {χ, χc}.
Hence, both the bosonic and fermionic modes of {χ, χc} could remain stable and be DM

components in principle. The fermionic modes of them compose a Dirac spinor. Provided

that the scalar components of {χ, χc} are quite heavier than the fermionic ones, they can

decay to the fermionic components, however, χ̃(c) → χ(c) + Φ, if kinematically allowed. In

this case, only the fermionic components of {χ, χc} can be DM. Through the mediation

of the imaginary (real) parts of {Φ̃, L̃} and the mixing effect by SUSY breaking A-term

corresponding the λ term in Eq. (16), the fermionic DM can annihilate into τ, τ c (scatter

with the d-quark). See Fig. 2-(a). In this case, we should assume that the dimensionless

coupling ρχ is relatively small [∼ O(0.1)] for 8 GeV DM mass.

On the other hand, if the fermionic components are heavier enough than the bosonic

ones, they can decay to the bosonic components, χ(c) → χ̃(c) + Φ. In this case, only the

bosonic modes of {χ, χc}, i.e. {χ̃, χ̃c}, can be DM components. They can also annihilate

into the fermionic modes of {τ, τ c} (scatter with the d-quark) through the mediation of the

scalar component of L (≡ L̃). See Fig. 2-(b). The left vertex in Fig. 2-(b) is given by the

cross term of |∂W/∂Φ|2. Hence, the effective coupling in Fig. 2-(b) is given by κλ∗ in this

model. It can be also provided by the A-term of Fig. 2-(a).

Actually, the required mass of {χ̃, χ̃c}, mDM ∼ 8 GeV is quite small as an elementary

scalar mass. One simple way to obtain such a small mass is just to assume them as pseudo-

Goldstones, which can be remnants after spontaneous breaking of a large gauge group in

the hidden sector. Alternatively, one can assume that their soft mass squared (≡ m2
χ̃) is

negative, and their physical mass (Mχ̃ =
√
m2

χ̃ + µ2
χ) is properly tuned between the negative

soft mass squared and the SUSY mass squared µ2
χ. Then, the bosonic components become

lighter than the fermionic ones. It is possible through the renormalization group effects,

if the Yukawa coupling κ is of order unity and m2
χ̃ is positive and not excessively large at

the UV cutoff scale. The Landau-pole problem associated with a relatively large κ can be

avoided by assigning hidden gauge charges to the superfields {χ, χc}. Then, the hidden

gauge group embeds the Z2 symmetry, under which {χ, χc} carry the odd parity.

Only with the models discussed in Section IIA or even with the superpotential Eq. (16),

DM would not provide the correct relic density (ΩDMh
2 ≈ 0.25 − 0.28), which thus needs

to be reduced. In order to open a new annihilation channel of {χ, χc} or {χ̃, χ̃c}, one could

introduce e.g. light singlets {Ψ,Ψc} (mΨ, mΨc ≪ mχ, mχc), and a term W ⊃ κ′ΨΨcΦ in

the superpotential, where κ′ is a coupling constant. We assume that the fermionic modes of

{Ψ,Ψc} are light enough. Then, {χ, χc} or {χ̃, χ̃c} could be in thermal equilibrium state with

{Ψ,Ψc}, χχc ←→ ΨΨc or χ̃χ̃c ←→ ΨΨc via Φ̃ in the early universe. {Ψ,Ψc} could be in the

13



thermal bath through ΨΨc ←→ ττ c, ddc. This diagram can be drawn by replacing {χ, χc}
by {Ψ,Ψc} in Fig. 2-(a). {χ, χc} or {χ̃, χ̃c} decouple first from the thermal bath because of

their relatively heavier masses and become dominant thermal relic. {Ψ,Ψc} decouple later

from the thermal bath, and so their number density can be assumed to be small enough.

Since they are relatively light, we can have an additional annihilation channel χ̃χ̃c −→ ΨΨc

at the present.

B. Model for t-channel annihilation process: Model-II

As discussed above, the desired t-channel annihilation and s-channel scattering cross

sections can be obtained also from the processes in Fig. 3-(e) and (f). However, these cases

are not possible only with a common mediator. Nonetheless, we will briefly present a model

for Fig. 3-(f). DM can be a scalar field rather than a fermion by the mechanism explained

in section IIIA. Moreover, if the masses of the mediators are given by the values required

in Fig. 3-(f), the processes of Fig. 3-(e) become relatively suppressed.

It can be realized from the following superpotential:

W = y2D
c
HψDχ+ µDDHD

c
H + (y1SHψ

c
Sχ

c + yhD
c
HSHhu + µSSHS

c
H) , (17)

where ψD and ψS denote the MSSM SU(2)L doublets and singlets. For simplicity and

avoiding FCNC, we again assume that y2 and y1 are sizable only for one generation of

quarks and leptons, ψD = l3, q1 and ψc
S = τ c, dc. {DH , D

c
H} and {Sc

H , SH} are extra

vector-like doublets and singlets. The gauge quantum numbers of DH (Dc
H) and S

c
H (SH)

are the same as (opposite to) ψD and ψc
S, respectively. {DH , D

c
H} and {SH , S

c
H} get Dirac

masses from the µ parameters in Eq. (17), which break the U(1)PQ symmetry. As in the

previous model, they can be replaced by VEVs of the spurion superfields, 〈P 〉2/MP and

〈Q〉2/MP . The global charge assignment of the U(1)PQ for {DH , D
c
H} and {SH , S

c
H} is listed

in Table II. For the U(1)PQ charges of {χ, χc} and the MSSM superfields, see Table I. fL

(f c
L) in Fig. 3 can be identified with ψD (ψc

S). Then, {φ1, φ2} are regarded as {SH , D
c
H}.

Superfields DH Dc
H SH Sc

H

U(1)PQ −3
2 −1

2
5
2 −1

2

TABLE II: U(1)PQ charge assignment for the extra vector-like superfields in Model-II. While DH

(Dc
H) has the same (opposite) gauge quantum numbers with l3 or q1, the gauge quantum numbers

of Sc
H (SH) are the same with (opposite to) τ c or dc.

For Fig. 3-(c) and (d), only the first two terms in Eq. (17) are enough. As discussed

above, however, the resulting annihilation cross section is too small. Thus, the other terms

in Eq. (17) are also needed for Fig. 3-(f).
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IV. CONCLUSION

We have discussed various possibilities of DM annihilation and scattering processes to

explain the Fermi-LAT’s observations and CDMS experiments in a common framework. If

8 GeV fermionic/scalar DM, which is assumed to be a SM singlet, annihilates into tau/anti-

tau pair via an s-channel and scatters off nuclei via a t-channel process, the desired cross

sections can be achievable with a common mediator, avoiding p-wave suppression. The

mediator should be a scalar field carrying the same gauge quantum number with the SM

Higgs boson, but with a mass of O(1) TeV for fermionic or scalar DM. Only with a simple

model, however, DM overcloses the universe. We have proposed a SUSY model realizing the

desired features. By extending the model, the correct DM density can also be addressed in

this framework.
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